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_adjusting neutral balance in any tonal
Click .CMY
Do the following:

To view tint out values in the graph and table, click the  icon  .Tint Out
To view tint change values (Tint Out minus Tint In) in the graph and table, click the 

 icon  .Tint Change
Move the sliders below the graph to constrain the range of your adjustment and to select 
the center of your adjustment.

 
The curve will not be affected at tint values outside of this range. There are implied anchor 
points at 0% and 100%.
The color patch displays the output color. If the displayed color does not visually align to 

ou can adjust the displayed color in the color the color on your proof or press sheet, y
patch:

Select the  check box.Adjust Displayed Colors
Use the lightness (L*) slider and the cast (a*b*) selector to change the displayed 
color to align to the color on your proof or press sheet. This color change does not 
affect any curves or color control elements. You are only adjusting the displayed 
color of the patches.

To reset the display to the default displayed color, click the icon . Reset
When you achieve the correct color, clear the  check box.Adjust Displayed Colors

The displayed color patch demonstrates the effect of your adjustments.

The color produced before your adjustment is shown on the left. Your adjustment is shown 
on the right.

To display the color patch in a larger view for easier color comparison, click 
anywhere in the color patch.
Adjust , lightness, or both by the following:color cast

Use the lightness (L*) slider  to make the color darker or lighter. You can also  
enter the  value directly in the  columns.L* Color Change

https://workflowhelp.kodak.com/display/COLORFLOW90/color+cast


5.  

Use the cast (a*b*) selector  to adjust the color cast. You can also enter the 
,  values directly in the  columns.a* b* Color Change
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